Robah Kellogg (1920-2013) was a faculty member with the University of Illinois at Chicago – College of Nursing (Peoria) from 1975 until she retired in 1989. During her time with UIC, she won several awards including two Golden Lamp Awards. She established the Kellogg Family Fund Scholarship for Peoria nursing students.

Prior to coming to UIC, Robah was

- a nurse consultant for the US Public Health Services Agency for International Development serving in both Korea and Iran,
- the Director of Nursing Service at the Lake County Health Department and Community Nursing Services, and
- the Director of the Department of Home Health Agencies and Community Health Services at the National League for Nursing in New York City.

This collection was donated primarily by Robah’s family with additional contributions made by Kathy Baldwin (Director of the UIC College of Nursing at Peoria, retired). Dr. Baldwin was instrumental in acquiring this entire collection.

The collection has been loosely organized by item type and date as follows:

**Box1/Folder 1: Background & Biographical Information**
- Includes the question script and a full transcript from the oral history interview. The library stores a copy of the mp3 files in UIC’s Box [cloud server].

**Box1/Folders 2 & 3: Photographs**
- Kellogg farm aerial photo (framed) – OVERSIZED
- Photo of “The Cook County School of Nursing”- Class of 1946 (1 on paperboard and 1 on paper)- OVERSIZED
- Glass plate positive of Robah with a deceased (?) patient – STORED SEPARATELY DUE TO FRAGILITY
- Photos in paper folders/frames: “Robah S. Oakes”, “walden s. fabry” photo of Robah in high school(?), Robah in Iran labeled “Gertrude Kellogg”, Robah in her Cadet Nurse uniform, and Robah at the “50th Anniversary UIC College of Nursing” (2005)
- “ICN pre conf” photos
- “ICN” photos
- “NCFI” Photos
- “Retire” Photos
- “Elaine” photos
- “God Is Love” photo of the Himalayas
- ICN Preconference Photos
- Professional Photos of Robah Kellogg
- Photo of “the top of one of Himal...”
- Photo of Robah and children
- “Gun, Myon and Health Center Members at Kyuam...” photo
- “Health Center Training Course Members...” photo
- Paper Framed photo (4)
- Various, random photos in both black & white and color

**Box1/Folder 4: Correspondence**

- Illinois Council of Home Health Services letter from Robah (May 19, 1989)
- Valentine’s Day Card
- Letter with envelope from Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare – to Robah c/o American Embassy, Tehran, Iran – ON DISPLAY
- Holiday card from Myung Ho Kim, MD (2010)
- Letter to Robah Kellogg from George E. Miller (Apr. 11, 1977) with 2-page memo
- Holiday Letter (December 9, 1975) with personal note to “Dearest Dart”
- Holiday Letter (December 15, 1977) with personal note
- Letter to Kathy Baldwin dated November 28,29
- Letter, dated Dec 29, 1964, (hand written) from Dr. and Mrs. C.W. Sohn included are 11 color photos
- Letter from Robah to “DEARS” written November 7 (typed)

**Box1/Folder 5: Articles/Clippings**

- “Kellogg Gift Helps Peoria Students Promote Research” article
- “Robah Kellogg Heads Up Nursing Services” clipping (2 copies)
- “How Nurses Would Change U.S Health Care” article
- “CHHA/CHS Members are Urged to Coordinate Agency Services” article
- “I Know That My Redeemer Lives” - song lyrics by Robah’s relative – Jonathan Blanchard
- “The Final Guardians” article
- “Home Care Controversy” article
- “Left Carrying the Bag : Experiments in Visiting Nursing” article
- Newspaper clipping of Robah Kellogg
- Japanese article with picture of Robah
- “Mapping N-FANS membership services” photo and caption
- “Regional Scholarships Reach Statewide” article
Box1/Folder 6: Reports & Curriculum Vitae

- “A Summary of Experiences During a Trip into the Rural Area of Northern Khorasan, Iran” (typed)
- “Medicare Certified Home Health Agencies”
- Nursing Report by Ernest B. Struthers
- Summary Monthly Report for October 20 – November 20, 1955 to Co-Directors, PHCO Headquarters
- Monthly Report for September 20-Ocotber 20, 1958 to Alfred Lazarus
- “P. H. N. Aide Recruitment” (typed)
- “New ‘Home Health Care’ Course” (typed, dated April 30, 1987)
- Curriculum Vitae
- “Home Healthcare Nurse” journal information (Robah on editorial board)
- Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing membership card
- Lecture on audiocassette (circa late 1980s/early 1990s)

Box1/Folder 7: Robah’s Files

- “CHHA/CHS NEWS” folder
- “USPHS etc.” folder
- “EVENING @ UIC” in brown binder
- “UIC/CON-PEORIA KELLOGG FAMILY FUND” in blue binder
- “Billy Graham Greater Chicago Crusade” - Counselor Training Class in blue booklet
- “CHAACHS Community Home Health News - September 1975” half sheet with correspondence
- Sketch Pad collage of Iranian smallpox vaccination; dated 1955 (6 photos with description of each photo) and four (4) separate photos with captions - OVERSIZED
- Nursing In Korea 1959 (black and red) – includes several loose pages of handwritten and typed notes, itineraries, etc.
- Blue UIC College of Nursing folder with multiple reports and correspondence included (primarily related to Iran but not exclusively)
- Items from Virginia Olsen reception for receiving “3rd Order of the Precious Crown Butterfly”
- “Small Pox Papers”

Box1/Folder 8: Monographs, Pamphlets, etc.

- Broadway Presbyterian Church Directory
- Broadway Presbyterian Church Profile
- Khorasan
- Fenchow
- Iran Desperate for God
- University of Illinois, College of Medicine, Peoria –Phone Directory, May 2003
- For a Testimony by Bruce Hunt
The following Monographs, Pamphlets, etc. are located on the Archives & Special Collections shelves within the library and are in the library catalog.

- **Agency mergers: a cost-effective approach to improving patient care** by Patricia L. Kuhns & Robah Kellogg
- **Children’s Bureau Publications: No. 4 – Prenatal care; No. 8 – Infant care**
- **The Christ of the Korean heart** by Arch Campbell
- **The community and public health nursing; a handbook for and about boards and citizens committees** by Edith Wensley for the National Organization for Public Health Nursing
- **Community health - strategies for change; papers presented at the 1972 regional meetings of the Council ... held in Atlantic City, New Jersey, November 17-18, and Dallas, Texas, December 11-12**
- **Durable medical equipment : a continuity of care planning tool**
- **Effects of continued care; a study of chronic illness in the home** by Sidney Katz [et al.]
- **English and Chinese primer**
- **Factors influencing continuity of nursing service** by Louise C. Smith
- **The First ten years of the World Health Organization**
- **Folk tales of old Korea** by Tae Hung Ha
- **Getting things from God: a study of the prayer life** by Charles A. Blanchard, D.D.
- **Health is a community affair; report**
- **Homemaker/home health aide services in the United States** by Brahna Trager
- **Home health services in the United States: a report to the Special Committee on Aging, United States Senate, April 1972** [Main Author: Brahna Trager]
- **How to determine nursing expenditures in small health agencies : a procedure using work units** by Marion Ferguson
- **How to survey a school of nursing : a suggested method, illustrated with samples of five post-basic schools**
- **Korea**
- **Korea : guide to Korea**
- **Nursing service without walls: a call to action to all communities coast to coast** by Edith Elizabeth Wensley
- Papers on the national health guidelines: baselines for setting health goals and standards. United States. Health Resources Administration
- Planning cooperative agreements for home health care: a guide by Ohio Dept. of Health
- Providing nursing services for the sick at home
- Report on nursing and midwifery in Japan
- Statistical reporting in home and community health services by the Division of Home Health Agencies and Community Health Services, National League for Nursing
- Study of home health services under Medicare: hearing before the Subcommittee on Health and the Subcommittee on Oversight of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, Ninety-fourth Congress, second session, September 13, 1976
- Summary of social security amendments of 1972: Public law 92-603 (H.R. 1). Joint publication [of] Committee on Finance of the U.S. Senate and Committee on Ways and Means of the U.S. House of Representatives
- Toward a national home care policy: "blueprint for action": a report presented by the National Association for Home Care; accepted by NAHC Board of Directors, Elsie I. Griffith, chairman
- Tuberculosis handbook for public health nurses by Jean South
- Type, length, and cost of care for home health patients: a report of the discharge summary feasibility study by Goldie Levenson
- Utilization review, some directions
- The wild rue: a study of Muhammadan magic and folklore in Iran by Bess Allen Donaldson
- Xin shi dai guo yu jiao ke shu by Zhenhui Hu

Box 2: Awards/Certificates

- Certificate of Appreciation from Illinois Consumer Education Association 1981
- Certificate of Award Illinois Public Health Association 1999
- The American Public Health Association 40 year recognition 2000
- Evidence of Appreciation from the University of Illinois Presidents Council
- National Association for Home Care Award Sept. 1986
- April 2007 the Maggie Reichelderfer Professional Nursing Service Award
- Sterling Silver dish engraved with "With Heartfelt Appreciation To Robah Kellogg 6/27/89, University of Illinois College of Nursing Peoria -- ON DISPLAY
- Distinguished Service Award from the Korean Public Health Nurses Association, March 29, 2002
- UIC honors Robah Kellogg for leadership and generosity; April 2008 (Glass cube) -- ON DISPLAY
- Illinois Home Care Council Award, September 1989
- Robah Kellogg Award presented by the Home Health Providers of Region V, October 1981
- The Golden Lamp Award by the University of Illinois College of Nursing Students Regional Program, 1980-1981
- The Golden Lamp Award by the University of Illinois College of Nursing Students Regional Program, 1988-1989
- Black Box containing items related to “An Evening at UIC” acknowledging Robah’s contributions: an album of 5 photos with a description of the Kellogg Family Fund Scholarship; a letter from Eric Gisler sending his appreciation to Robah dated May 2008; and a sheet describing the photos in the album dated April 2008.
• State of Illinois Certificate for Appointment to the Board of Public Health Advisors dated March 7, 1988

Box 3: Dolls

• Indian doll in red & white polka-dot dress
• Japanese doll in orange & black kimono on stand & with box (face damaged) - OVERSIZED
• Carved Wooden Man (Details: pink pants, blue and gold vest with a bag on his back resembling a house) – ON DISPLAY
• Carved Wooden Man (Details: pink pants, blue and gold vest with satchel on his back) standing on a small red and yellow platform – ON DISPLAY
• Carved Wooden Woman (Details: white and pink dress, holding a staff) standing on a small red and yellow platform – ON DISPLAY
• Iranian doll – woman with red & gold shirt and baby – ON DISPLAY
• Iranian doll - man holding a rod with a wrap around his waist
• Korean doll - woman in green/yellow/red/pink dress & holding a baby on her back
• Korean doll - man in tan pants & copper vest with ‘backpack’
• Two Asian women dolls (one in yellow and pink; one in purple and white) standing on a small blue platform

Box 4: Decorative Items, Jewelry, misc.

• Purple reading glasses
• Nurses Christian Fellowship pin
• KNA pin
• Robah Kellogg signature stamp
• Yonsei University money clip/bookmark
• University of Illinois President’s Council pin
• Desk pen on wooden base – “HHN R. Kellogg”
• Red metal vase with peacock and plant design
• Table Cloth and napkins embroidered with Iranian artifacts (3- pieces, beige, embroidered lining) – NAPKINS ON DISPLAY
• Red frame with silver design - two copies of photos of Robah Kellogg (a childhood photo of her feeding a turkey; a photo of her in uniform the seal on the right arm of her uniform jacket says Cadet Nurse) – ON DISPLAY
• Iranian enamel picture frame and small dish – ON DISPLAY
• Brass Iranian incense burner - ON DISPLAY
• Copper vessel for pouring – ON DISPLAY
• Decorative cylinder with ‘carvings’ holding a certificate – ON DISPLAY
• Red box reading Pertussis Vaccine - contains stones (carved square and beads) and a brown dried stem with bulb - ON DISPLAY
• Watercolor painting of a mosque with a gentleman leading a line of camels – ON DISPLAY
• Multi-colored embroidered box containing a string of navy blue of beads with orange thread – BEADS ON DISPLAY
• Two pins of Korean women (one is in pink & yellow; one is in red & blue) – ON DISPLAY
• Wooden hand crafted box with feet
• Painting of a man and child under a hammock. The man is wearing a blue with a brown hat carrying fruit offering it to the child in a green shirt and striped hat.
• Painting of a man selling grapes on the back of a gray mule. Dated 1955
• Painting of an Islamic mosque in the desert.
• Small brass circle that is 2 candle holders
• Two-piece set of flowered green/yellow/orange small pitcher and stemmed cup
• Wheaton College blue and orange paper pennant and crests (4 items)
• Cook County School of Nursing blue and white paper pennants (4 items)
• “Fanhat” box holding cloth and wood fan with instructions
• Silver medal - back: “Nursing A Tradition of Caring Made exclusively for District Three, O.N.A.”
• Folding fan of brown plastic, cloth, and black lace
• Wall hanging scroll with bird, flowers, and Asian lettering
• Goat (?) hide
• Cross-stitched towel with Asian scene
• “Japanese prints” (2) [Robah’s label]
• Dr. Park, No Yai, Ph.D. address label
• Seoul Philharmonic Orchestra invitation
• Hand-written prayer
• Poster in Arabic
• Map showing Atami Hotel and Mount Fuji (paper)

**Scrapbooks/Photo Albums/Diaries** (shelved, not boxed)

• Various scrapbooks (19 volumes in library catalog)
• “Our Baby’s Book” (Robah’s baby book)
• Red “Guests” journal
• Small photo album (gray-brown plastic with leather-look)
• Small red diary – “Motor Trips” on cover – ON DISPLAY
• Japanese Journal – Green and patterned outside with flowered circles, inside are primarily mailing addresses (includes tiny Asian themed pictures)

**Box 5: Clothing**

• Lavendar Korean pants
• Pink Korean pants (stained)
• White Korean jacket with pink Japanese belt and matching ‘skirt’
• Peach Korean jacket and matching ‘skirt’ (damaged)
• Purple velvet and gold embroidered vest (Iranian?)
• Light green shirt with embroidery
• Cream jacket with pink embroidered flowers
• Denim-blue dress
• White Korean jacket
• Cream shirt with blue trim and embroidery
• Soft pink gown and jacket with plant design
• Colorful Hat (handmade: purple, green, orange, and blue)
• Colorful long shirt (red, green, and yellow) with blue skirt

Box 6: Clothing, continued

• Brown leather embroidered shoes
• Green leather embroidered shoes
• Red cloth embroidered shoes
• Knit ‘socks’ (orange, blue, black, white, red, and purple) – 2 pair
• Scarf (Black and white)
• Dashiki-style dress
• White and green sheer peacock dress
• Nursing bonnets (2)
• Brown and cream woolen hat
• Gray beanie hat with metal pendants
• Small black and blue embroidered purse containing small scissors in a blue embroidered case
• Brown linen bag with cross-stitched Asian scene and small cross-stitched ‘pocket’
• Cream crocheted bag with pink lining

Organized by Carmen Howard, MSLS – project completed 07/2017.